Thank you for your work and dedication to East Georgia State College. Your generous gifts of time and talent help make our institution strong. Institutional strength and development is important to all of us. In order to remain competitive, EGSC must prosper and grow and continue to carve out its niche of providing a personalized education in a public setting.

As President Boehmer and others work to meet the ever increasing challenges and needs, it is necessary that we do what we can to help in the cause. To that end, we ask you to participate in the MyEGSC employee giving campaign. It is participation, not gift size, that is critical when it comes to employee gifts to EGSC.

Your contribution, along with that of your colleagues, will communicate a powerful message to corporations and foundations, philanthropists and government leaders, as well as alumni and friends. Your actions help prove that EGSC is worthy of their financial support. The aggregate impact of employee giving will be equally impressive. If every employee pledged just $10 each month, it would result in over $30,000 annually. Five dollars monthly will result in $15,000, and $20 monthly would be over $60,000. You can make a real difference.

Please complete the attached pledge form and return it in a sealed envelope to me or to one of the representatives identified here: Lisa M. Cassidy, David Chevalier, Beverley E. Walker, Kelly Ansley, Karen Curl, Heather K Roberson, Christi L. Hutchings, Mike Rountree, Wiley Gammon, Georgia Mathews, Warren Goosby, Nick Kelch, Michael P. Moran, Chelsea Follis, Jessica Williamson, Maria Stuckey, Angelia Williams, Amanda Williams, Tom Ciaazzo.

If you have an automatic deduction, that will end after December so please sign your form for payroll deduction before then. For subsequent years after 2018, it will remain in place and you will not have to re-sign.

Remember, it is participation, not dollar amount, that is important. Thank you for your consistent support. You will receive this in hard copy in your mailbox as well as by email.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Elizabeth Gilmer, Vice President for Institutional Advancement